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Conflict Update # 106 

June 30th, 2022 

Conflict Assessment 

Key Takeaways 

Russian troops made limited gains 

within the Lysychansk Oil Refinery and 

around Lysychansk. 

Russian forces continued offensive 

operations to the south and east of 

Bakhmut and to the north of Slovyansk. 

Russian forces continued efforts to 
regain control of settlements north of 

Kharkiv City. 

Ukrainian counteroffensives continue 

to force Russian troops on the Southern Axis 

to prioritize defensive operations. 

Russian occupation authorities took 

measures to ensure further economic and 

financial integration of occupied areas into 

the Russian system. 

Subordinate Main Effort—Southern 

Kharkiv, Donetsk, Luhansk Oblasts - 
Russian forces made limited gains within the 

Lysychansk Oil Refinery and continued 

offensive operations on and around 

Lysychansk on June 30. The Ukrainian 

General Staff (UGS) reported that Russian 

forces had “partial success” on the territory 

of the Lysychansk Oil Refinery and control 

the northwestern and southeastern portions 

of the refinery. Geolocated footage posted by Russian outlet RIA Novosti showed Russian and proxy forces of the Luhansk 

People’s Republic (LNR) within the plant. Russian troops are likely trying to drive through the northeastern corner of the 

refinery in order to advance into Lysychansk proper from the refinery.  

Head of the Chechen Republic Ramzan Kadyrov also claimed that Chechen Akhmat Special Forces and the 2nd Corps of 

the LNR advanced towards Lysychansk from the northwest and crossed the Siverskyi Donetsk river around Kreminna and 

Stara Krasnyanka, both within 10km northwest of Lysychansk. Kadyrov claimed that Russian and proxy forces control half 

of Privillya, and will continue efforts to advance on Lysychansk through Novodruzhesk from these positions in the 

northwest. 
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Russian forces continued offensive operations east of 

Bakhmut on June 30. Deputy Chief of Main Operations 

Department of the Ukrainian General Staff Brigadier 

General Oleksiy Gromov noted that Russian forces 

around Bakhmut have a distinct advantage in terms of 

force and means.  

Gromov stated that Russian forces are conducting 

operations towards Soledar, which lies just northeast of 

Bakhmut along the T0513 Bakhmut-Siversk highway, 

and suggests that Russian forces additionally seek to 

interdict Ukrainian lines of communication along the 

T0513.  

Russian troops also unsuccessfully fought for control of 

Klynove and Novoluhanske, both southeast of Bakhmut. 

UGS reported that Ukrainian forces repelled a series of 

Russian assaults on the Mykolaivka-Spirne, 

Volodymyrivka-Pokrovske lines northeast of Bakhmut 

and around Dolomytne and the Vuhledar Power Plant 

south of Bakhmut.  

These limited gains around Bakhmut may indicate that Russian 

forces may soon seek to set conditions for an offensive 

operation towards Bakhmut itself, although they are likely 

more focused in the short term on interdicting and controlling 

lines of communication emanating from Bakhmut. 

Russian forces continued attempts to advance southeast 

towards Slovyansk from the Kharkiv-Donetsk Oblast border on 

June 30. UGS reported that Russian forces unsuccessfully 

attempted to advance from Dovhenke to Mazanivka, which as 

ISW has previously assessed is a likely attempt to drive on 

Slovyansk from the west side of a series of reservoirs that run 

parallel to the E40 highway.  

Russian forces additionally fought in Bohorodychne and 

Krasnopillya, both northwest of Slovyansk along the E40 

highway. Russian forces conducted an airstrike on Tetyanivka, 

20km directly north of Slovyansk, and targeted civilian 

infrastructure in Slovyansk itself in order to set conditions for 

further offensive drives on Slovyansk. 
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Supporting Effort #1—Kharkiv City - Russian forces 

continued limited ground assaults to regain positions 

north of Kharkiv City on June 30. Russian Telegram 

channels claimed that Russian forces took control of 

Dementiivka (20km north of Kharkiv City) between June 

29 and June 30.  

Ukrainian sources disputed this claim and stated that 

fighting is ongoing in Dementiivka, indicating that the 

current frontlines in northern Kharkiv Oblast continue to 

be highly contested.  

Russian and Ukrainian forces reportedly clashed near the 

international border and fought for control of Udy, 

Prudyanka, Pytomnyk, Tsupivka, and Velky Prokhody] 

Russian forces additionally conducted air, artillery, and 

missile strikes against Ukrainian positions and civilian 

infrastructure throughout northern Kharkiv Oblast. 

Supporting Effort #2—Southern Axis - Russian 

forces continued to prioritize defensive operations along 

the Southern Axis today.  

Ukraine’s Southern Operational Command stated that 

Ukrainian forces have reestablished control over Potemkyne 

(northwestern Kherson Oblast) and that Ukrainian troops are 

continuing to gradually advance and place pressure on 

Russian forces to maintain defensive lines.  

The Russian grouping in Zaporizhia similarly focused on 

defensive operations and fired on Ukrainian positions along 

the frontline in Zaporizhia.  

Russian forces conducted a series of missile, artillery, and 

airstrikes across Mykolaiv, Dnipropetrovsk, and Odesa 

Oblasts. The Russian Ministry of Defense claimed that the 

Russian grouping on Snake Island withdrew on June 30 as a 

gesture of ”goodwill” to the international community.  
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The Ukrainian Main Intelligence Directorate (GUR) reported that Russian forces are conducting a wide-scale “agitation” 

to recruit men willing to sign military contracts in Transnistria. The GUR stated that Russian actors are disseminating 

information on signing military contracts through Transnistrian media, mail brochures, and advertising in public spaces, 

as well as in meetings held with employees of industrial and agricultural enterprises. Russian authorities likely hope to 

leverage pro-Russian sentiment in Transnistria to support “covert mobilization” efforts. 

Activity in Russian-occupied Areas - Russian authorities continued measures to facilitate the economic and financial 

integration of occupied territories yesterday. Russian Deputy Prime Minister Marat Khusnullin met with the governors of 

Russian Oblasts that have established relationships with areas of the Donbas and discussed preparations for various 

infrastructure projects. Khusnullin reported that Russian authorities are continuing to prepare to re-open the Port of 

Mariupol and that Russian authorities have already exported 7,000 tons of Ukrainian grain through the Port of Berdyansk. 

Mayor of Enerhodar Dmytro Orlov additionally stated that Russian authorities in Enerhodar are spreading fake 

information that non-cash payment systems will no longer be making hryvnia payments in order to prompt residents to 

withdraw large quantities of hryvnias. 

Russia abandons Snake Island - Ukraine 'Big 

Victory' at Snake Island Could Be a Turning Point - 
Russian occupying forces say they have abandoned 

Ukraine's Snake Island, which they'd spent months trying 

to reinforce amid periodic strikes by Ukrainian forces. 

"During the night, as a result of a successful military 

operation with our missile and artillery units on Snake 

Island, the enemy hastily evacuated the remnants of the 

garrison in two speedboats and probably left the island," 

Ukraine's southern military command said in a statement 

Thursday morning. 

"Currently, Snake island is consumed by fire, explosions 

are bursting," the Ukrainians added, and included a photo 

seeming to illustrate as much. (Find video footage of 

apparent Ukrainian artillery strikes, via Russia-watcher 

Rob Lee, here.) Russia's military confirmed the withdrawal 

in a video Thursday as well.   

According to Russian state-run media, "the Russian military completed [its] tasks" on the island and withdrew "as a 

gesture of good will," and not—as Kyiv insists—because they were attacked by Ukrainian forces, possibly operating near 

the coast and with new weapons provided by western allies.  

Ukrainian officials have dismissed Russia's explanation and declared the regaining of the island after 127 days of 

occupation as a significant strategic and symbolic victory. 

Why it matters: Russia's retreat from the island could erode its Black Sea naval blockade. That blockade has halted food 

and grain exports across Ukraine, including from the key port city of Odesa, "which is critical for Ukraine's economy and 

for the global food supply," Lee said. 

The island hosted Russian electronic warfare and radar equipment, hiding and protecting Russian warships from 

Ukrainian coastal batteries. These ships could enforce the Black Sea blockade and use potent missiles to bombard 

Ukrainian ground targets. 
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Russia is also keenly aware that Ukraine is now in posession of anti-ship missiles, and has been hitting Russian oil 

platforms. They cannot afford to lose any naval vessels as replenishment is barred with Turkey controlling the Black Sea 

entrance point. Turkey, under the Montrose  

Zelenskyy says liberation of Snake Island changes situation in Black Sea - In his nightly address, Ukrainian 

President Volodymyr Zelenskyy thanked Ukrainian military for liberating Snake Island. 

He said that this island is "a strategic point, and it significantly changes the situation in the Black Sea."  

"It does not guarantee safety yet, it does not yet guarantee that the enemy will not return. But it already limits the actions 

of the occupiers significantly. Step by step, we will drive them out of our sea, our land, and our sky," Zelenskyy said. 

Bohdana howitzers, foreign support helped free Snake Island - The commander of Kyiv's armed forces, Valeriy 

Zaluzhnyi, said that Ukrainian-made Bohdana howitzers had played a significant part in liberating Snake Island from 

Moscow forces and thanked foreign partners for their support. 

Russia seized control of the island in the opening days of the war in the apparent hope to use it as a staging ground for 

an attack on Odesa. 

After the island was taken by the Russians, the Ukrainian military relentlessly bombarded a small Russian garrison and 

air defense assets stationed there. 

Odessa Region Completely Liberated From Occupiers - Ukrainian Armed Forces have cleared off the invaders 

from the village of Bilyi, Izmail district. 

Odessa region has been completely liberated from the occupiers by the Armed Forces of Ukraine. According to the 

speaker of the Odessa regional military administration, Sergei Bratchuk, Ukrainian defenders have cleared the settlement 

Bilyi in Izmail district. 

Russia Should Be Very Worried About Ukraine’s New Kamikaze Drone - The war in Ukraine is no stranger to 

drones, but the kamikaze drone strike on the Russian city of Rostov last week marked the beginning of a whole chapter 

in drone warfare. A small ramshackle Ukrainian drone with a tiny warhead flew across the heavily defended front line 

and smashed into an oil refinery in Russia on June 22, causing a large fire. Given how cheap it is to make a drone, and its 

successful evasion of Russian air defenses, Russian officials might soon have to worry about defending oil facilities, supply 

depots, and military installations deep in Russian territory. 

Long-range kamikaze drones are a new threat to Russia. Most observers of the conflict in Ukraine are familiar with the 

Switchblade drones provided by the U.S., but these have a relatively short range and require operators to direct it onto 

a target. Kamikaze drones like the one used in the Rostov attack can go hundreds of miles without the need for an 

operator and are small enough to slip by much of Russia’s air defense, which is designed to detect and engage fighter 

jets and missiles. With the use of GPS and inertial guidance systems, a Ukrainian operator would simply need to give the 

drone a point on the map before sending it on its way. 

For Russia, the biggest concern is that Ukraine can make these cheaply and easily. Press reports claim the drone used in 

the Rostov attack was produced by Ukraine or a was model available on the internet for less than $10,000. Airframes, 

engines, and guidance systems could all be bought commercially and assembled without too much technical expertise. 

The payloads are likely small, and the drone can’t re-adjust if the coordinates are wrong, but it costs a fraction of its 

American and Turkish-made counterparts and can do millions of dollars in damage if it hits a fuel tank or sets fire to a 

docked naval vessel. Depending on the final unit cost, Ukrainian drones could conceivably be cheaper than the missiles 

Russia would use to shoot them down. 
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For Ukraine, long-range Kamikaze drones fill a capability gap. Ukraine needs to use one of its few remaining ballistic 

missiles or risk a million-dollar drone like a TB2 Bayraktar to achieve the same level of damage from the front lines. 

President Joe Biden is famously reticent about providing Ukraine with missiles that can strike Russian territory out of a 

fear of escalation. The U.S. has offered MQ-1C Grey Eagle drones, but Ukrainian officials are reportedly nervous about 

accepting them on the basis that such a high-profile weapon might be shot down quickly if used near the front lines. 

AFU Make Russian Troops Pay Too Big Price In One Of Main Sections Of Frontline - The Ukrainian defence 

of Severodonetsk has cost the Russians dearly, despite Moscow's new tactics aimed at reducing casualties. 

The AFU (Armed Forces of Ukraine) is likely to retreat, which may include retreating from Lysychansk and Luhansk region 

in the near future, which is probably aimed at ending the Russian offensive early. 

Kyiv may continue this approach until the Russian attack reaches a climax or Ukrainian forces take up more defendable 

positions along a straighter line with fortified towns and villages. 

The Russians remaining in Severodonetsk will need to force the Seversky Donets River to Lysychansk from Severodonetsk 

or surrounding settlements to continue participating in the Russian offensive. This move may take some time as the 

Russians have destroyed three main bridges. 

Russian forces conducting continuous offensive operations in Severodonetsk will also need some time to regain combat 

efficiency before taking part in storming Lysychansk. 

It is pointed out that the location and numbers of the Russian troops who have taken over Severodonetsk remain unclear. 

Russia’s Foreign Minister said ‘the quiet part out loud’ about Ukraine war - Perth USAsia Centre CEO Gordon 

Flake says the “real shocking thing” seen out of Russia was Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov on TV saying “the quiet part 

out loud”. 

“Saying the longer the Ukrainian military resist, the more we’ll kill Ukrainian civilians,” he told Sky News Australia. 

“Which is a bit of a shock and it actually, kind of, clarifies what I was talking about before, the principles. 

“These are by definition war crimes, and so to fail to respond to what is by definition war crimes or violations of 

international norms requires a national response.” 

Impacts 

Lukashenka Urges Russia To Be 'Ready' For Possible Use Of Nuclear Weapons - Lukashenka called on Moscow 

to be 'ready' for the use of nuclear weapons in the world, noting that there are no nuclear munitions depots in Belarus. 

“They are flying, they are training. Why are they training? Why do they carry 'nuclear blanks'?” the dictator said at a 

meeting with Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov. Earlier, Lukashenka asked Putin to 'help' with nuclear weapons on 

the Belarussian borders. 

'Russians Shoot At And Kill Each Other' - Ukrainian intelligence intercepted a conversation of a "DPR" serviceman. 

Another audio interception indicates that they have systemic problems with the command. The invaders are demotivated 

and admit to their relatives that they want to "escape" from the war in Ukraine. 

A "DPR man" who fights in the occupation army complains to his wife about the lack of rotation and layoffs. 

"We have almost 50% minus. We were promised rotation and the financial issue in the first place. Home, no chance.” 
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No one will go home, because many will run away and not come back," complains the military man. 

He is glad that there are no offensive operations yet, because in addition to losses from the AFU, they shoot each other. 

"The Russians are morons. As there was a war on Potemkin. The support arrived at night. They started shooting... at each 

other. They killed each other," said a soldier of the so-called DPR. 

Because of the "friendly" fire, the occupants are now summoned for interrogations. According to the occupant, one of 

the Russian soldiers shot 75 people - both locals and his comrades. 

In a conversation with his wife, a "DPR man" talks about the lawlessness that their unit did: "They raped a woman of 55 

years-old. Her husband was beaten." The rapists were arrested. The "DPR" admits that he envies them: "At least they are 

interrogated there". 

Crimea Sees Tourist Numbers Plummet Amid Ukraine War - Hotels in Crimea have seen guest numbers fall by 

more than a third compared to last year amid Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.  

Just half of all hotel rooms in the popular resort were filled in June, despite tour operators slashing prices, Russian news 

outlet RBC reported Wednesday.  

The closure of the peninsula’s airport in Simferopol has reportedly been a major deciding factor for holidaymakers hoping 

to travel to the Ukrainian region, which was annexed by Russia in 2014. 

Russia has closed several airports in Crimea and southern Russia since the start of Moscow’s invasion of Ukraine on Feb. 

24. 

Crimea has traditionally been a popular holiday destination for Russian tourists, with almost 10% of Russians who have 

vacationed domestically in the past five years heading to the Black Sea resort, according to state-run pollster VTsIOM. 

Russia Hits Out at Norway Over Blocked Arctic 

Archipelago Access - Russian officials have voiced 

outrage and threatened retaliation after they said 

Norway blocked a shipment of essential goods, 

including food and medical supplies, destined for 

Russian miners on the Svalbard archipelago. 

Norwegian authorities last month stopped two 

containers carrying 20 tons of Russian goods, including 

seven tons of food, at its sole land border checkpoint 

with Russia, local Norwegian media reported.  

The shipment was reportedly headed for Barentsburg, 

the Arctic archipelago’s second-largest settlement, 

where some 400 people work for Russian state-owned 

coal mining company Arktikugol.  

“Following Norway's actions, the sovereignty of this 

country over Svalbard is a big question from now on,” 

Russian Senator Andrei Klishas said on the Telegram 

messaging app Wednesday. 
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Norway’s Foreign Ministry denied Arktikugol’s request to open a supply route to Barentsburg, citing sanctions on Russia 

over its invasion of Ukraine, said Konstantin Kosachev, who heads the upper-house Federation Council’s Foreign Affairs 

Committee.  

The Svalbard archipelago is under full Norwegian sovereignty. 

Humanitarian 

Russia Accused Of 'Genocide' After Fast-Tracking Adoption Of Ukrainian Children - Kyiv says about 2,000 

orphans have been forcibly taken to Russia following its February 24 invasion of Ukraine. The government says it wants 

these children back. But Moscow is introducing new laws that will fast-track Russian citizenship for Ukrainian children 

and ease adoption procedures for Russian families. 

UN: 16 million people in Ukraine need humanitarian aid - "Almost 16 million people in Ukraine today need 

humanitarian assistance: water food, health services," said Osnat Lubrani, the head of the UN Resident Coordinator Office 

in Ukraine. 

Six million Ukrainians have been forced to flee their homes for other parts of the country since the war started, though 

around 5 million have since returned, she said. But "many know that they might be forced to flee again," she added. 

Lubrani also said that official casualty numbers for the conflict were likely far lower than the true number due to the 

difficulty in obtaining information from Russian-controlled areas. 

"The number we have of almost 5,000 civilians killed and more than 5,000 injured is just a fraction of the frightening 

reality," she said. She added that it was "extremely difficult if not... impossible" for humanitarian groups to access areas 

that are no longer under Kyiv's control.  

Europe's top human rights court orders Russia not to execute Britons - The European Court of Human Rights 

(ECHR) has ordered Russia not to execute two Britons captured after fighting for Ukraine. 

Earlier this month, a court in the self-proclaimed Donetsk People's Republic (DPR) issued the death penalty to Aiden Aslin 

and Shaun Pinner, accusing them of "mercenary activities." 

The ECHR said Russia "should ensure that the death penalty imposed on the applicants was not carried out; ensure 

appropriate conditions of their detention; and provide them with any necessary medical assistance and medication." 

Earlier this month, Russia passed legislation to end the jurisdiction of the ECHR. 

The UK has so far refused to publicly raise the issue with authorities in the DPR, instead saying it hoped Ukraine could 

secure the men's release. 

Amnesty report finds Russia committed 'clear war crime' in Mariupol - Rights group Amnesty International 

released a report today into the devastating airstrike on a theater in the besieged Ukrainian port city of Mariupol. 

The report gathered evidence that suggests Russia deliberately targeted the theater where civilians were sheltering on 

March 16 — in what amounts to a "war crime." 

"Until now, we were speaking about an alleged war crime. Now we can clearly say it was one, committed by the Russian 

armed forces," Oksana Pokalchuk, head of Amnesty's Ukraine branch, told news agency AFP. 

The report used statements from 52 survivors and witnesses about the airstrike, and had experts examine photos, videos 

and satellite images of the scene. 
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They determined that the sky was clear enough for a pilot to see the word "children" written in large Cyrillic letters on 

the front and back of the building. 

Weapons analysts determined that two 500-kilogram bombs dropped from a Russian jet were most likely behind the 

strike. 

Amnesty said the evidence discredits Russia's claims that the theater was hit by Ukrainian troops in a false-flag attack. 

Containment 

Italian Air Force Has Deployed Its Two F-35Bs To Iceland For The First Time - Along with the four F-35As 

supporting NATO’s Icelandic Air Policing, the Italian Air Force has deployed its two F-35B STOVL (Short Take Off Vertical 

Landing) aircraft for training in Iceland’s cold climate. 

For the third time in the last three years, Italy has deployed its F-35 Lightning II aircraft to Iceland, to support NATO’s 

Interim Air Policing mission “Airborne Surveillance and Interception Capabilities to meet Iceland’s Peacetime 

Preparedness Needs (ASIC-IPPN)”, more commonly known as Icelandic Air Policing. 

Supported by more than 130 military and under the command of Col. Di Loreto, four F-35A belonging to the 13° Gruppo 

(Squadron) of the 32° Stormo (Wing) of the Italian Air Force have carried out QRA (Quick Reaction Alert) duties from 

Keflavik International Airport: since the beginning of Operation Northern Lightning III, at the end of April 2022, the Italian 

F-35As have launched 250 sorties, 28 T-Scramble (Training Alert departures) totaling 433 flight hours. 

NATO vows to guard ‘every inch of territory’ as Russia fumes - An unstable world could get even more 

dangerous if NATO does not remain strong and united, the head of the alliance said today at the end of a summit where 

Western leaders labeled Russia “a direct threat” to the security of their nations. 

During their three-day meeting in Madrid, NATO members confronted a geopolitical landscape marked by big-power 

competition and myriad threats, from cyberattacks to climate change. The leaders cast their sights around the world —- 

drawing a rebuke after accusing China of posing “serious challenges ” to global stability. But Russia’s invasion of Ukraine 

dominated the summit. 

“We live in a more dangerous world, and we live in a more unpredictable world, and we live in a world where we have a 

hot war going on in Europe,” NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg said. “At the same time, we also know that this 

can get worse.” 

That is why the Western military alliance has a “core responsibility” to keep the war in Ukraine from spilling into other 

countries while making clear to Moscow that it would “protect every inch of NATO territory,” Stoltenberg said. 

That territory is set to grow. At the summit, NATO leaders formally invited Finland and Sweden to join the alliance, after 

striking an agreement to end opposition from Turkey. However, Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan said he could 

still block the Nordic countries’ membership, if the Nordic pair do not keep their promises. 

If the accession is approved by all 30 member nations, it will give NATO a new 800-mile (1,300 kilometer) border with 

Russia. 

Putin warned he would respond in kind if Sweden or Finland agreed to host NATO troops and military infrastructure. He 

said Russia would have to “create the same threats for the territory from which threats against us are created.” 

Sweden sends more weapons - Sweden will send more anti-tank weaponry to Ukraine, Sweden's Defense Ministry 

said on Thursday. The arms package is valued at around 500 million Swedish crowns ($49 million, €47 million), the 

ministry said. 
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First heavy weapons from Germany arrive in Ukraine - Ukraine on Tuesday said the first delivery of German 

howitzers and other heavy weapons had arrived. Meanwhile, the government in Berlin published a complete list of 

military aid sent or pledged to Kyiv. 

The first delivery of heavy weapons promised by the German government had arrived in Ukraine, Ukrainian Defense 

Minister Oleksii Reznikov said on Tuesday.  

The arrival comes after repeated appeals from Kyiv 

for better weapons and ammunition as it seeks to 

hold off Russia's military offensive in eastern 

Ukraine. 

Self-propelled howitzers, the Panzerhaubitze 2000, 

are the first heavy weapons sent by Germany to 

arrive in Ukraine. 

In May, Berlin pledged to send seven of the artillery 

systems, adding to five howitzers promised by the 

Netherlands.  

The Panzerhaubitze 2000 are some of the most 

powerful artillery weapons in the German military's stock. The howitzers can hit targets located up to 40 kilometers (25 

miles) away. 

Reznikov praised his German counterpart, Christine Lambrecht, and Dutch Defense Minister Kajsa Ollongren for the 

shipments. "Panzerhaubitze 2000 are finally part of 155 mm howitzer arsenal of the Ukrainian artillery," Reznikov wrote 

on Twitter. He called the delivery "an example of international cooperation in support of Ukraine." 

Expanding NATO Squares Up to Russia as Putin Slams 'Imperial' Alliance - The US vowed yesterday to reinforce 

Europe's defenses in the wake of Russia's invasion of Ukraine, as NATO declared Moscow the West's greatest threat — 

prompting  Vladimir Putin to lash out at the alliance's "imperial ambitions." 

Putin today accused the alliance of seeking to assert its "supremacy," telling journalists in the Turkmenistan capital of 

Ashgabat that Ukraine and its people are "a means" for NATO to "defend their own interests." 

"The NATO countries' leaders wish to... assert their supremacy, their imperial ambitions," the Russian president added. 

Russian Official Warns of Consequences for Turkey Backing NATO Expansion - Russian politician Leonid 

Slutsky issued an apparent warning on Wednesday, saying there will be consequences for Turkey agreeing to the 

admission of Sweden and Finland into NATO. 

In a Telegram post, Slutsky, leader of the right-wing Liberal Democratic Party of Russia (LDPR) and chairman of the State 

Duma Committee on International Affairs, wrote that if he were in Turkey's place, "I would not be too flattered about 

the assurances I received in exchange for not vetoing the Finns' and Swedes' accession to NATO," according to an English 

translation of his post from the state-run TASS news agency. 

Slutsky did not elaborate further on why Turkey should not "flatter" itself over the assurances it received in the 

agreement. 

"The accession of Finland and Sweden, in fact, to the front line of the alliance and the rejection of [their] non-aligned 

status will be the choice of these countries," he added, according to the TASS translation. "However, they should clearly 
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understand the consequences such a step would have on their relations with Russia and on the general security 

architecture in Europe, which is already in deep crisis." 

Sanctions 

Lithuania's President Vows To Stick To Kaliningrad Restrictions - Lithuanian President Gitanas Nauseda has 

stressed that his Baltic country "must" and "will" enforce EU sanctions on Russian goods amid harsh rhetoric from 

Moscow over Vilnius's recent restrictions affecting the Russian exclave of Kaliningrad. 

He called for an "urgent" start to consultations with the European Commission to protect Lithuania's interests and 

international obligations in the shadow of sanctions against Ukraine's "aggressor." 

Russia this week summoned an EU envoy to "strongly" protest and threaten unspecified "retaliation" over the overland 

curbs on shipments to its sliver of land between Poland and Lithuania. 

"It is absolutely clear that Lithuania must implement and will implement EU sanctions," Nauseda, whose country was re-

occupied by Soviet forces at the end of World War II and regained independence in 1990, said via Facebook. 

Three Gazprom liquefied natural gas tankers have been seized by Germany for an indefinite period of 

time - Germany took control of three Gazprom liquefied natural gas tankers Wednesday, the Telegraph reported, as 

Europe faces an energy crisis and the prospect of rationing later this year. 

Dynagas LNG Partners said that Germany's control of the ships would continue "for an indefinite period of time." Two of 

the ships, the Armur River and the Ob River, were chartered by Gazprom until 2028. The third ship, Clean Energy, was 

originally under Gazprom control until 2026. 

The move comes after Germany took control of Gazprom's German unit in April to ensure energy supplies after Russia 

invaded Ukraine. Gazprom Germania has since been renamed Securing Energy for Europe. 

Russia warns West: Don’t take your assets in our country for granted - 'We should not forget about the foreign 

assets of Western countries, businesses, and citizens who are located on the territory of our country,' says Russian foreign 

ministry spokesperson Maria Zakharov 

Russia yesterday hinted that it had not dropped the idea of seizing Western-owned assets and businesses in the country, 

as a top official sharply criticized governments that have hit Moscow with sanctions. 

In a combative media briefing, foreign ministry spokesperson Maria Zakharova warned that Russia was prepared to “act 

accordingly” if the West decided to use Russia’s frozen state assets – chief among them being around $300 billion of 

central bank foreign currency reserves. 

The use of the funds “will be interpreted by us as an unlawful and defiantly unfriendly attack, giving us the right to take 

retaliatory actions to protect our interests,” she said on Wednesday. 

Top Western officials, including European Union foreign policy chief Josep Borrell, have suggested seizing the frozen 

reserves to help fund Ukraine’s reconstruction after the war. 

Ukraine exporting energy - The Ukrainian president also said that Ukraine on Thursday started exporting electricity 

to Romania. 

Ukraine and Moldova joined the European electricity grid earlier this year, in March, having left the formerly Soviet grid 

soon after Russia's invasion in February, making such exports technically feasible. 
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"At the expense of Ukrainian electricity, a significant part of the Russian gas consumed by Europeans can be replaced. 

That is, it is not just a question of export revenue for us, it is a question of security for the whole of Europe," Zelenskyy 

said. 

According to Ukrainian Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal, the starting quantity is up to 100 megawatts per day — enough 

to power several thousand households but only a small fraction of Romania's energy consumption. 

US blocks $1 billion in Russian oligarch's assets - The US Treasury Department announced it has blocked a $1 

billion (€954 million) Delaware-based trust connected to sanctioned Russian oligarch Suleiman Abusaidovich Kerimov. 

It comes after the US seized a superyacht tied to Kerimov earlier this month, which was worth $325 million. 

"Treasury continues using the full range of our tools to expose and disrupt those who seek to evade our sanctions and 

hide their ill-gotten gains,'' Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen said in a statement, adding that her department would 

continue to coordinate sanctions against "those who fund and benefit from Russia's war against Ukraine.'' 

China continues to snap up Russian coal at steep discounts - Despite lower demand and higher domestic 

production, China has bought significantly higher amounts of Russian coal since May, says Pranay Shukla from S&P Global 

Market Intelligence. 

“This is because Russia has been offering very steep discounts on prevailing international coal prices,” he said. 

Indonesia, Russia and Mongolia are currently the top coal exporters to China. 

Russian seaborne coal deliveries to China surged 55% to 6.2 million tonnes in the first 28 days of June compared to the 

same period last year, S&P’s Commodities at Sea database showed. In May, Russian seaborne supply to China also rose 

by 20% year-on-year to 5.5 million tonnes. 

Domestic production in China has also been increasing. The latest data from the National Bureau of Statistics of China 

showed that between January and May, raw coal production rose 10.4% year-on-year to 1.81 billion tonnes, while 

imports dropped to around 96 million tonnes — down 13.6% compared to a year ago. 

Putin 

Putin's economy is starting to show cracks, and Russian public opinion could soon follow - On more than 

30 occasions, the U.S. government has imposed sanctions on Russia in response to its invasion of Ukraine. The sanctions 

have targeted oligarchs and banks, the sale of Russian resources, the flow of capital. They have also included corporate 

flight and travel bans, all actions meant to choke off the Russian economy and make the Kremlin reconsider its aggression. 

Putin has called sanctions a form of economic warfare. Even as the Russian economy grows more isolated, the Kremlin 

believes it can outlast the West, which is not used to the kind of privation — inflation, shortages — that has been routine 

in both recent and distant Russian history. 

So far, that calculation has proved to be sound, and the Russian economy has confounded expectations as Putin’s war 

enters its fifth month. Russia’s currency, the ruble, is thriving, its valuation rising to a seven-year high earlier this month. 

Energy exports to China and India are as robust as ever. Abandoned McDonald’s outlets have been turned into near-

identical Russian fast food restaurants. 

Yet the apparent signs of economic strength may disguise an increasing — and well-founded — anxiety in Russia about 

the state of the economy, some experts believe. They say that sanctions are having their intended effect, both in shaping 

public opinion and in constraining Russian leadership and industry from continuing to operate effectively. 
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"The [Russian] economy is not yet showing acute signs of crisis," Oleg Itskhoki, an economist at the University of 

California, Los Angeles, told Yahoo News. “There is no collapse yet. But everyone expects a deterioration." 

Russia's recent default on its international debt underscored the argument. The Russian finance minister dismissed this 

as a “farce,” but Western observers compared the development to the most calamitous moments in post-Soviet 

economics. Putin himself came to prominence during the tumult of those years. Now the economic chaos is of his own 

making. 

Pope implicitly accuses Russia of aggression, imperialism in Ukraine - Pope Francis today implicitly accused 

Russia of “armed conquest, expansionism and imperialism” in Ukraine, calling the conflict a “cruel and senseless war of 

aggression.” 

The Pope, speaking to a delegation of Orthodox leaders in Rome, referred to the conflict as one pitting Christians against 

one another. 

Both Russia and Ukraine are predominantly Orthodox Christian but there is a sizable Catholic minority in Ukraine. 

“Reconciliation among separated Christians, as a means of contributing to peace between peoples in conflict, is a most 

timely consideration these days, as our world is disrupted by a cruel and senseless war of aggression in which many, 

many Christians are fighting one another,” the Pope said. 

The Eastern and Western branches of Christianity separated in the Great Schism of 1054. 

The Pope also told his Orthodox visitors, in a clear reference to Russia, that all needed “to recognize that armed conquest, 

expansionism and imperialism have nothing to do with the kingdom that Jesus proclaimed.” 

It was the second consecutive day that the Pope spoke on the Ukraine conflict. On Wednesday, June 29, he condemned 

the bombing of a crowded shopping center in the city of Kremenchuk, the latest in string of “barbarous attacks” against 

Ukraine. 

Putin’s ‘epic miscalculation’ has ‘united the West more steadfastly’ against him - ANU’s George Brandis says 

Russian President Vladimir Putin has, through his “epic miscalculation,” united the West more “steadfastly” and firmly 

against him. 

He said Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has “provoked” Sweden and Finland to join NATO. “Something that was unthinkable 

even six months ago,” he told Sky News Australia. 

Kremlin Wants Not Only Donbas. ISW Voices Invaders Ambitions - Russian troops are conducting offensive 

operations in the north of Kharkiv - this indicates that the Kremlin has ambitions for territories other than Donetsk and 

Luhansk regions. 

This is reported by the American Institute for the Study of War (ISW). 

In particular, military experts note the fact is that these ambitions of Moscow will continue to pull back manpower and 

equipment, potentially at the cost of offensive force in more important directions of advancement. 

Also, Russian troops continued offensive operations on Sloviansk. It is noted that the Russians continued offensive actions 

towards Lysychansk and achieved minor success east of Bakhmut. 

Ukrainian News Agency earlier reported the AFU stopped the advance of the invaders near Kharkiv and repulsed the 

attack on the Vuhlehirsk TPP. Meanwhile, the Russian occupation forces continue to try to establish control over sections 

of the Lysychansk-Bakhmut highway in order to block units of the Armed Forces of Ukraine (AFU) defending Lysychansk 

in Luhansk region and the settlements surrounding the city. 
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Geopolitics 

China Deepens Balkan Footprint With Plans For Power Plant In Bosnia - Despite lacking the necessary legal 

permits and facing growing pushback from local activists, a Chinese company is moving forward with plans to build a 

hydroelectric plant in southeastern Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

The entire project is worth some $107 million and is the result of an agreement signed in Beijing in 2019 between 

Republika Srpska Prime Minister Radovan Viskovic and the state-owned China National Aero-technology International 

Engineering Corporation (AVIC). 

The proposed plant is located close to the town of Foca within the Bosnian Serb entity of Republika Srpska, some 25 

kilometers from the Bosnian-Montenegrin border. 

Ukrainian Foreign Ministry Condemns Syria's Decision To Recognize Eastern Regions As Independent - 

The Ukrainian Foreign Ministry has strongly condemned the decision of Syria to recognize the eastern Ukrainian regions 

of Luhansk and Donetsk as independent. 

A ministry statement on June 30 said the decision was "an unfriendly act against Ukraine, an encroachment on its 

sovereignty and territorial integrity, a gross violation of Ukrainian law, the UN Charter, and the fundamental norms and 

principles of international law." 

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy cut relations with Syria on June 29 over the decision, which the ministry said 

was an attempt by the Syrian regime “to give pseudo-subjectivity to the Russian occupation administrations in Donetsk 

and Luhansk at the behest of its Kremlin curators.” 

Why Does China Own So Much of Ukraine? - Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is causing global hunger and galloping 

food prices, and future supply-chain disruptions will bring more such misery. Many countries are realizing that they 

should grow more food, but they’ve sold much of their best land to China, which uses it to feed its own population. A 

few years ago, China bought nearly one-tenth of Ukraine’s arable farmland. Countries should start screening those 

seeking to buy their farmland, as they already do with prospective purchasers of sensitive technology. 

“There can be no effective solution to the global food crisis without reintegrating Ukraine’s food production, as well as 

the food and fertilizer produced by Russia, into world markets,” United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres said 

on June 24, warning that the world faces multiple famines this year and worse in 2023. But Ukrainian grains and other 

foods won’t be able to enter the world market any time soon because the sea route remains blocked by Russia. Ukraine 

is sending some grain to world markets via rail to Poland and Romania but doing so is laborious and expensive. Before 

the war, around 90% of Ukraine’s grain was exported via its sea ports. 

Over the past few years, Chinese buyers have bought farmland in countries ranging from the U.S. and France to Vietnam. 

In 2013 Hong Kong-based food giant WH Group bought Smithfield, America’s largest pork producer, and more than 

146,000 acres of Missouri farmland. In the same year, Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps bought 9% of Ukraine’s 

famously fertile farmland, equal to 5% of the country’s total territory, with a 50-year lease. (In 2020, the U.S. imposed 

sanctions on the Chinese company over human-rights abuses.) Between 2011 and 2020, China bought nearly seven 

million hectares of farmland around the world. Firms from the U.K. bought nearly two million hectares, while U.S. and 

Japanese firms bought less than a million hectares. 

Lavrov: New 'iron curtain' is descending - Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov said on Thursday that a new "iron 

curtain" was descending between Russia and the West. 
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"It's practically already coming into place. Let them just behave carefully," Lavrov said of Western countries during a 

news conference. 

The Kremlin's decision to invade Ukraine has sparked an overhaul of Europe's foreign, defense and security policies. 

Calls for BRICS to establish its military bloc 

Durban - With Argentina and Iran’s application to become members of the group of emerging economies known as the 

BRICS, the Land Party urged BRICS to establish a military bloc that will protect the interests of BRICS partners. 

This call comes as Iran officially submitted an application on Monday to join Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa. 

Following the recent developments, the Land Party in South Africa released a statement on Tuesday welcoming Iran’s 

application to join the five-member nation bloc and said that it was long overdue as the Iranian nation shares common 

values with BRICS countries. 

The Land Party is a South African political party that advocates for policies inspired by policy decisions used in the 

economic development of the People's Republic of China. 

“Values for peace, stability, prosperity and sovereignty integrity. The Land Party is certain that BRICS will welcome Iran 

with warm hands as BRICS is the only hope for global peace and stability. 

The party’s chief leader Gcobani Ndzongana said it was important for BRICS to have an action plan on how to defend 

itself against any military force. 

“Without the military force, no country can defend itself, the expansion of Nato in Europe calls for BRICS to do the same 

and protect its members. BRICS is becoming a threat to the dominant countries and the aggression against this bloc must 

be countered. A very strong military bloc will ensure that the defense of these member states is guaranteed,” explained 

Ndzongana. 

He further stressed that countries that had strong military bases around the world had managed to dominate weaker 

countries. 

Law expert Professor Isaac Shai said that the BRICS would certainly decentralize the global economic dominance of the 

west and dethrone it as the leader of the international community. 

“These are very serious developments and without a doubt, the expansion of BRICS will change everything as the power 

dynamics shift,” he said. 

Iran and Argentina’s applications to join BRICS is a boost for Russia and China which have long been pushing to forge 

closer ties with Asia, South America, and the Middle East. 

Currently, BRICS countries represent 40% of the world population, account for 25% of the global economy and 18% of 

world trade and contribute 50% to the world's economic growth. 

The BRICS was established in 2006 with an aim to promote peace, security, development, and cooperation, contribute 

significantly to the development of humanity, and establish a more equitable and fairer world. South Africa officially 

became a member of the bloc in 2010. 


